YOUR COMPANY SHOULD STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD? QUALITY AND
ECOLOGY ARE IMPORTANT TO YOU?
Show it with a gift! Original, local and ecological.
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GADGETS FOR GROWING PLANTS

It is enough to unbox it and add some water, after a few days a graceful plant starts
to grow. Effect? Your gadget quickly becomes the star of every desk, countertop and windowsill.
It evokes positive emotions and draws attention, just like your brand.

ANTI-SMOG, ANTI-MOSQUITO MEADOW

NEW

Would you like to improve the quality of
the air in your environment? Give your
customers anti-smog plants!
BRANDING
1. package: full color printing,
white eco or kraft paper
2. sticker on the sachet inside
OTHER ELEMENTS
- seeds of the anti-smog mixture or other
of clients choice
Dimensions:
70 x 70 x 5 mm [ height/width/depth ]

kraft
eco white

MINI KIT
A miniaturized, simpler version of the classic grow kits.
Inside the box you will find selected seeds in a bio capsule, peat pellet,
planting instructions and a peat or ceramic pot.

NEW

BRANDING
1. sticker / print on the box
OTHER ELEMENTS
- seeds of a chosen plant
- planting intruction, eco white or kraft
- peat or ceramic pot
+ peat pellet
Box dimensions:
70 x 70 x 70 mm

eco white
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kraft

Wooden casing conceals environment for growing the selected plant.

WOODEN, SQUARE
BRANDING
1. wrap:
full color print
white eco paper or kraft
2. planting instruction 50 x 70 mm
full color print
white eco paper or kraft
3. wooden box
engraving or full color sticker
OTHER ELEMENTS
- eco cup
- peat pellet
- seeds of chosen plant

kraft

Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 100 mm
eco white

WOODEN, ROUND

BRANDING
1. Wrap on the lid, full color,
15 x 120 mm
2. Wooden case
engraving or full color sticker
3. Planting instruction
45 x 60 mm, full color, 4+4,
white eco paper or kraft
OTHER ELEMENTS
- wooden lid
- peat pellet
- seeds of chosen plant
Dimensions: ~ 60 x 95 mm (+/- 5mm)
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NATURE BOX

BRANDING
1. wrapper on a box and on a pot:
full color print
white eco paper or kraft
2. planting instruction 50 x 70 mm:
full color print
white eco paper or kraft
3. white or kraft box
option: print on the box
OTHER ELEMENTS
- peat pot
- peat pellet
- seeds of chosen plant
in vegan capsule
Box dimensions:
100 x 100 x 100 mm

Three different plants in one set.
Take care of them, watch them grow
and when they are ready – replant
them in a bigger pot. It is already
a small grove!

NATURE 3 PACK

BRANDING
1. 3 planting instructions
40 x 50 mm, 4+4,
white eco paper or kraft
2. tag tied to a box
4+4, white eco paper or kraft
OTHER ELEMENTS
- 3 wooden clips
- 3 peat pots 60 x 60 mm
- 3 peat pellets in eco bag
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS:
- sticker/ print on a box
- wrapper on a box
- insert , 4+4, 85 x 85 mm
Box dimensions:
100 x 100 x 100 mm
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GREEN VIAL

A bouquet in a vial instead of cut flowers? A piece
of forest, or maybe a flower meadow? One thing
is for sure: it will be green!
An elegant idea for an eco-friendly gift. Glass vial,
closed with a cork plug, contains selected seeds
and additives that will facilitate the growth
of the plants. You just have to pour the contents
into a pot or on the ground and add some water.
BRANDING
1. 4 + 4 print on the paper part
2. optional: sticker on the vial
eco white

OTHER ELEMENTS
- planting instruction on the back side
- seeds + additives
- vial with cork plug
Dimensions: 55 x 130 mm. (width / height )
Vial: 22 x 80 mm (width / height)

kraft

NATURAL BOOKMARK

A traditional, paper book just asks for a bookmark.
We attach a bag full of selected seeds to each
of them - every opportunity is good to do something
for nature!

BRANDING
1. full color print (4 + 4)
2. print on a tag
3. paper kraft or eco white
OTHER ELEMENTS
- seeds of a chosen plant
- plant instruction on the back

eco white

Bookmark: 50 x 180 mm. (width / height)
kraft
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ECOCUP

BRANDING:
1. full color label or direct
print on the cup (from
1000 pcs)
2. full color wrap, white
eco or kraft paper

eco white
kraft

OTHER ELEMENTS
- paper cup, kraft of white
- planting instruction
50 x 70 mm
- vegan capsule with
chosen seeds
- peat pellet
Dimensions:
h: 90 mm
: 80 mm
: 50 mm

EKOBAG
Let your clients have fun and give them an gift – plant
in a practical sachet.
FLOWERS, HERBS OR EVEN… TREES.
Gift with green potential: your company can initiate not
only beautiful plant on a desk or windowsill, but even
proper forest!.
BRANDING
1. Label (one side or two side)
OTHER ELEMENTS
-planting intruction, 50 x 70 mm,
- peat pellet
- seeds of a chosen plant in a vegan capsule
Dimensions: 85 x 30 x 145 mm
[ width/depth/height ]
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GREEN ENVELOPE

Envelope full of greens. Please note, this is not corruption! Inside
there is a branded information card and a pack of selected seeds.

kraft

eco white

BRANDING
1. CARD: Two side, full color print, paper: kraft or eco white
2. envelope: sticker or one side print, full color (from 250 szt.)
OTHER ELEMENTS
- seeds of a chosen plant
Envelope: 162 x 114 mm (width / height)
Card: 148 x 105 mm (width / height)

GREEN CARD

We prepare it with ecological
paper and add a surprise
- seeds of the selected plant.
kraft

eco white

BRANDING
1. two side, full color print, paper kraft or eco white
2. sticker on the sachete with seed
OTHER ELEMENTS
- seeds of a chosen plant
- planting instructions printed on the card, under the sachete
Standard size (you can change it optionally): 157 x 113 mm
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GLASS GROW KITS

Good looking and carefully made, it catches the eye from the moment it is presented.
Each day is a new leaf on the desk and a whole
package of good emotions that build the image of your brand.
COLORED SAND AND UV LABEL ON THE GLASS
BRANDING:
- colored sand (color of clients choice)
- UV label on a transparent foil
- full color lid
- tag
- box branded with a sticker or print
Dimensions:
h: 95 mm
: 77 mm

branding on a lid
colored sand
(color of clients choice)

+ product info with instruction

UV label on a transparent foil
full color
+ product info with instruction

PODŁOŻE NATURALNE + ETYKIETY UV NA SZKLE
BRANDING:
- UV label on a transparent foil, full color
- lid
- tag
- box (branded with a sticker or print)

NATURAL SOIL + UV LABEL

Wymiary:
h: 95 mm
: 77 mm
branding on a lid
natural soil

tag

UV label on a transparent foil
full color
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+ product info with instruction

tag

BIO-PET + LABEL
BRANDING:
- one side label, full color
- lid
- box (branded with a sticker or print)
Dimensions:
h: 95 mm
: 78 mm

branding on a lid
natural soil

full color label

BOXES

NEW

Boxes are also available with a ready-made plant template made with screen printing technology.
Dimensions: 100x100x100 mm
-9-

BEE BOMB
WET, THROW, WAIT. MEADOW IS READY!
Bee Bomb is a specially hardened ball full of seeds and biohumus. It contains a composition of wild
honey flowers. Throw a bee bomb on a neglected city lawn, in a park or just put it in flower pot
on the windowsill. You'll create small flower meadow - a real bee buffet! A practical and charming gift
to help save wild bees. Take ecology into your own hands!
GLASS
BRANDING:
-a lid, label, instruction
-optional - box with label

SAVE THE BEES
In your hand you have
a bomb
with wild honey flowers seeds
and biohumus.
Drop it wherever you want to
create bee buffet

Jar dimensions:

h: 50 mm,
Box:

45 mm

58 x 55 x 55 mm
JUTE BAG

BRANDING:
- tag 70 x 50 mm, full color
paper kraft or eco white
Jute dimensions::

80 x 100 mm

PAPER BOX

BEE BOMB

GREEN GIFT

In your hand you have a bomb
with wild honey flowers seeds
and biohumus.

ECO LO GY
IS SIMPLE!

Drop it wherever you want to
create bee buffet

BRANDING:
- label or print
- instruction
Dimensions:
115 x 65 x 30 mm
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BEE LOVE SETS
Bee loving gifts are even sweeter
when in a set!
Complete your set from several
elements, all of them sweet as
honey: natural candle with a bee
wax, bee bomb, natural soap,
selected honey..

NEW

BRANDING
- wrapper with customer
brandin
Box dimensions
width: 158 mm
depth: 61 mm
height: 54 mm

PLANT STICK

Put the stick in the ground, water it and ... ready! You just created
a new, green life. :) Take care of it and watch it grow!

Dimensions of folded
packaging: 50 x 80 mm
Set does not include the pot

BRANDING
1. Two sided print on the packaging, full color, eco white paper or craft
2. Engraving on a stick (optional, from 500 pcs)
OTHER ELEMENTS
- seeds of a chosen plant
- planting instructions printed inside the package
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GROWN PLANTS
A grown plant in an elegant package - with your branding, of course.
Green and impressive: such a gift cannot be forgotten!
1

IN THE BOX

A living plant, tastefully packed in a jute
bag and a kraft box.
BRANDING
- tag 50x 70 mm, full color
paper kraft/ eco white
OTHER ELEMENTS
- plant (peace lily)
- jute sack
- wooden clip
OPTIONAL:
- sticker on the box
- custom printed box
Box dimensions:
base: 85 x 85 mm
hight: 340 - 350 mm

SUCCULENT IN JUTE

Water, light, plenty of space in
flower pot? And who needs such
luxuries! Succulents need little
attention, but are a lot of fun
and bring good associations with
a brand for years!
BRANDING:
- tag 40 x 55 mm (white or kraft)
OTHER ELEMENTS:
- plant - chosen succulent
- pot
- jute
- wooden clip
Pot dimensions: 50 x 40 mm
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MOSS IN POT
Moss in a concrete or wooden pot: it looks phenomenal, it is available in various colors
and ... it does not need to be watered because it draws moisture from the air.

BRANDING, CONCRETE POT:
- tag (white or kraft) with print
OTHER ELEMENTS:
- moss in selected color
- pot

Concrete pot 2:
h: 45 mm
base: 55 x 55 mm

Concrete pot 1:
h: 50 mm, base: 115 x 115 mm

BRANDING, WOODEN DICE:
- engraving or sticker
OTHER ELEMENTS:
- moss in selected color
- wooden pot

Wooden pot dimensions:
60 x 60 x 60 mm
MOSS COLOR

khaki
- 13 -

leaf

may green

olive

Hot, rich-flavoured coffee and aromatic tea are
advertising evergreens. Carefully and ecologically
packed, they will work in every situation.

COFFEE & TEA

- in a glass or bag
– in foil or paper
- rich branding
– different grammage
We will help you to choose
freshly roasted coffee
and aromatic tea.

ECO CHOCO

Chocolate: in a world
of gifts, all-time
classic. It's really hard
to ignore, especially if it is
handmade, with sunken
fruits and beautifully
custom printed package.
Available in different flavors, two
sizes and weights, also in version
sugar - free or BIO with a certificate.

NEW

BRANDING
- full color printed chocolatier, white eco
or kraft paper
SET ELEMENTS
- selected chocolate with chosen addons
Standard: 53 g
191 x 11 x 87 mm [width/depth/height]
Large: 105 g
220 x 13 x 120 mm
[width/depth/height]
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PLANT CANDLES
SCENTED

Plant wax instead of toxic paraffin, natural
essential oils instead of aromas, elegant glass
in place of plastic.

BRANDING
plant wax
with selected fragance

branding on a lid

tag

UV label on a transparent foil
full color

Small:
h: 65 mm
77 mm

Large:
h: 95 mm
77 mm

+ product info with instruction
+ box (branded with a sticker)

MASSAGE
Special plant wax with essential oils in tasteful ceramic
package. Take your clients to the SPA without living
their homes!
BRANDING:
- printed wrap eco
white or kraft
- sticker on a candle
or direct print
ELEMENTS OF SET:
- ceramic casing
- wooden knot
– wax with essential oils
EXEMPLES OF FRAGRANCES:
Vegetable oils:
vanilla, coconut, musk, orchid, cashmere wood,
bamboo, spruce, wild strawberry, eucalyptus,, rose,
lavender, vanilla with cinnamon and honey

Inspired by perfumes:
Code, Mademoiselle, Amber, Allure, Si,
DG. Light Blue, Boss No.6, SHE
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HAND MADE SOAPS
Hand-made, fragrant soaps, created according to the original recipes.
Soaps can have different shapes, colors, weights, types of packaging
and, above all, fragrances and properties.

Soap from a mold, „100% HAND MADE”, 45 g

Soap with a personalized stamp, various
weights and shapes

Soap with an embedded logo, various weights
and shapes

Soap – nugget, 90 g
BRANDING AND PACKAGING TO CHOSE FROM:
- box with a printed wrapper, white eco paper or kraft
- print or sticker on a box
- jute bag with printed tag, white eco paper or kraft
biały eko lub kraft
- sunken logo
- paper bag with branding
- color and fragrance of your choice
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FOR BATH
FLOWER PETALS IN A SACHET
Aromatic, sensual bath with flowers? Such things exist not only in
the movies! Give your customers a gift that will turn the bathtub
into a SPA. Inside you can find specially prepared, dried petals..
PETALS 20 g
- selected composition of flower petals (list at the bottom
of the page)
BRANDING
- sicker 75 x 110 mm
full color

.

DIMENSIONS
110 x 65 x 185 mm
[ width/depth/height ]

NEW

BATH SALT IN JAR OR SACHET

Do you want to show your customer that you care
for them? Give them a SPA in a gift. Natural, local
bath salts are an original gift with class.
BRANDING:
- selected composition of bath salt (list at the
bottom of the page)
- UV label on a transparent foil full color
- branding on a lid
- tag
- box (branded with a sticker or print)
- product info with instruction 85x85 mm
Weight: 350 g
h: 95 mm

: 77 mm

BATH SALT IN A SACHET 200 g
- selected composition of bath salt
- branding and dimensions same as for
petals in a sachet
BATH SALTS ADDITIONS:
- lavender
- orange
- cinnamon
- rose

EXEMPLES OF FRAGRANCES:
vanilla, coconut, musk, orchid, cashmere
wood, bamboo, spruce, wild strawberry,
eucalyptus,, rose, lavender, vanilla with
cinnamon and honey and more

EXAMPLES OF COMPOSITIONS
FLOWER PETALS SPA:
- rose petals + calendula + cornflower
- rose petals + calendula + lavender

Inspired by perfumes: Code, Mademoiselle,
Amber, Allure, Si, DG. Light Blue, Boss No.6,
SHE
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NEW

Small, 220ml: Large, 350 ml:
h: 65 mm
h: 95 mm
: 77 mm
: 77 mm

BODY MOUSSE WITH PEELING

Mousse based on natural amber and peloid extracts.
With water, it turns into a delicate, fragrant foam with peeling
elements,
which washes and sooths the skin.
Be aware: customers may come back for more. :)
BRANDING
- mousse with a selected aroma (list on page 17)
- full color label
- lid
- branded box with sticker or print,
- card with product information 85 x 85 mm

RELAXING BAG WITH LAVENDER

Lie down, close your eyes and let yourself
go - it's your moment of peace.
Handmade in EU, relaxing bag
is filled with linseed and natural,
soothing lavender.
BRANDING:
- choice of material pattern
- tag with logo (black & white)
OPTIONAL:
- eco bag with a sticker
Dimensions:
- ~105 x 190 mm
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SETS
Do you need a larger gift?
Nicely packed set will do the job! Choose one
of the pre-made options or
compose something special from our
gifts.
In addition to the products from the catalog,
sets can contain special additives and sweets.

Or maybe something
a bit smaller?
Combine our two glass packaged products
(Grow kits, candles, salts, mousses, tea, coffee)
into glamorous duo.
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